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Dissolved organic matter (DOM) released from permafrost thaw greatly inﬂuences the biogeochemical cycles of,
among others, downstream carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus cycles; yet, knowledge of the linkages between
bacterial communities with permafrost DOM heterogeneity is limited. Here, we aim at unravelling the responses
of bacterial diversities and metabolic proﬁles to DOM quantity and composition across permafrost thawing
gradients by coupling an extensive ﬁeld investigation with bio-incubation experiments. Richness, evenness and
dissimilarities of the whole and rare communities decreased from thermokarst pits to headstreams and to
downstream rivers. The assemblages of the abundant subcommunities were mainly determined by ecological
drift-driven stochastic processes. Both the optical and the molecular composition of DOM were signiﬁcantly
related to the changes of the whole (rare) bacterial communities (Mantel’s correlation > 0.5, p < 0.01).
Diversity indices of the whole and rare communities decreased with decreasing relative abundance of tannins,
condensed aromatics and more aromatic and oxidized lignins as well as with decreased dissolved organic carbon
and intensities of all ﬂuorescence components. Laboratory DOM bio-incubation experiments further conﬁrmed
microbial consumption of more aromatic and oxidized compounds as well as decreasing metabolic diversities in
terms of microbial degradation and production along permafrost thawing gradients. Our ﬁndings suggest that
changes in the sources of permafrost-derived DOM induced by global warming can have diﬀerent inﬂuences on
the diversity and metabolism of bacterial communities and thus on permafrost carbon climate feedbacks along
permafrost thawing gradients.

1. Introduction
Permafrost contains approximately 50% of the global soil carbon
(McCalley et al., 2014). As ice-rich permafrost thaws, topographic depressions (thermokarsts) can act as a source of dissolved organic matter
(DOM) and thus contribute to the biogeochemical cycles of, among
others, downstream carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus (Kothawala et al.,
2014; Spencer et al., 2008; Ward et al., 2017). DOM can be mineralised
by microbes and release greenhouse gas (Drake et al., 2015; Schuur
et al., 2009), resulting in a positive feedback to climate warming, which

diﬀers in extent across thawing gradients from thermokarsts to downstream aquatic ecosystems (Chen et al., 2019; Cory et al., 2013;
Kramshoj et al., 2019; Schuur et al., 2015). Thus, understanding the
microbial responses to permafrost-derived DOM is vital for determining
its eﬀects on the global carbon cycling.
Permafrost-derived DOM undergoes a series of transformations including leaching, mineralisation and photochemical alteration once
released from the soils, leading to various chemical and biodegradable
changes of DOM across permafrost thawing gradients (Chen et al.,
2018; Crevecoeur et al., 2015; Roehm et al., 2009; Ward and Cory,
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Each month samples were randomly collected from thermokarst pits
and headstreams and included 3 sites × 3 replicates (Table S1). From
rivers, the samples were taken in May, July and September and included 14 sites × 3 replicates, 12 sites × 3 replicates and 10 sites × 3
replicates, respectively (Table S1). At each location, three replicates
were taken within a 2–3 m radius to provide a representative sample. In
addition, six spring, interﬂow and active layer samples were collected
to allow comparisons with the samples from the pits, headstreams and
rivers (Table S1). All samples were taken using acid-cleaned brown
glass bottles and were kept dark and cold while in the ﬁeld, after which
they were immediately ﬁltered (< 6 h) in the laboratory. Filtrates for
physicochemical parameters and DOM measurements and ﬁlters for
DNA extraction were stored at −20 °C until further processing.

2015). Photochemical alteration of dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
draining permafrost soils shifts microbial metabolic pathways and stimulates respiration (Ward et al., 2017). In addition, permafrost DOM
optical properties are correlated with bacterial growth and community
composition in permafrost-linked freshwaters and ponds (Roiha et al.,
2016; Watanabe et al., 2011). These results demonstrate that the variations in permafrost DOM quantity and composition play an important
role for the diversity, composition and functioning of bacterial communities.
Bacterial communities normally comprise a few abundant and many
rare species (Logares et al., 2014), and abundant and rare subcommunities may show fundamentally distinct characteristics and have
diﬀerent ecological roles (Pedros-Alio, 2012). Biodiversity is an important issue in community ecology, underpinning ecosystem functioning (Ren et al., 2017; Wilhelm et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2019).
Characterising species diversity and its variation along environmental
gradients and understanding the forces that structure bacterial communities are fundamental components of ecological research (Anderson
et al., 2011; Cottenie, 2005; Dumbrell et al., 2010). Previous studies
have mainly focused on abundant species and emphasised their contribution to the total biomass as well as the carbon and nutrient cycling
(Pedros-Alio, 2012). Owing to high-throughput sequencing technologies, rare taxa are increasingly recognised as drivers of key functions in
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, and their ecological role may be
more important than that of abundant bacteria (Campbell et al., 2011;
Jousset et al., 2017; Lynch and Neufeld, 2015). However, the linkages
between biodiversity patterns of abundant and rare bacterial subcommunities with the change of permafrost DOM across permafrost
thawing gradients have not been explored.
The Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, accounting for approximately 70% of
the global alpine permafrost (Bockheim and Munroe, 2014), is widespread with thermokarst initiation due to climate warming (Mu et al.,
2016). These thermo-erosion pits or gullies lead to the transfer of a
large amount of DOM to nearby streams (Wang et al., 2018a). In-depth
and high-resolution characterisation of both diverse bacterial communities and complex DOM compounds is, however, a prerequisite to link
DOM composition with bacterial communities (Logue et al., 2016). We
applied Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry
(FT-ICR MS), a highly powerful ultrahigh-resolution method for obtaining detailed information on DOM elemental composition, together
with optical measurements to characterise DOM quantity and quality.
High-throughput sequencing was conducted for bacterial community
analysis to unveil the responses of both abundant and rare subcommunities to the change of DOM in this region. To further elucidate
the metabolic functions of the microbial community in regard to the
consumption and production of DOM, we conducted DOM bio-incubation experiments to examine changes of DOM composition after microbial processing.
The aims of our study were to (i) explore the biodiversity patterns of
abundant and rare taxa across permafrost thawing gradients; (ii) examine how bacterial assemblages and metabolic proﬁles respond to the
quantity and composition of permafrost DOM, even at the molecular
level. This study may improve our understanding of the linkages between microbes and DOM, which play a central role in biogeochemical
cycles (Heimann and Reichstein, 2008; Ruiz-Gonzalez et al., 2015).

2.2. DOM bio-incubation experiments
Pit, headstream and river samples collected in July were incubated
in the laboratory. Filtrates (100 mL) obtained after passing pre-rinsed
0.22 μm Millipore ﬁlters (47 mm diameter) to exclude particulate organic matter and bacteria were amended with 2 mL (2% of the unﬁltered water) of the corresponding original samples as bacterial inoculum. To all incubation mixtures, we added nutrients consisting of
80 μM NH4+ and 10 μM PO43- to avoid nutrient limitation. The samples
were then incubated at room temperature (20 ± 2 °C) for 28 days in
the dark to facilitate comparisons with other bio-incubation studies
(Abbott et al., 2014; Vonk et al., 2015). To ensure an adequate oxygen
supply, pre-combusted (550 °C for 6 h) and pre-rinsed brown incubation glass bottles were loosely capped and shaken daily.

2.3. Physicochemical parameters, ﬂuorescence DOM measurements and
parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC)
The elevation of each site was measured in the ﬁeld. Water was
collected and analysed for physicochemical parameters including total
dissolved solids (TDS), pH, dissolved organic carbon (DOC), total dissolved nitrogen (TDN), total dissolved phosphorus (TDP), phosphate
(PO43−), nitrate (NO3−), nitrite (NO2−) and ammonium (NH4+). The
samples were ﬁrst ﬁltered through pre-combusted (450 °C for 4 h)
Whatman GF/F ﬁlters of 0.7 μm porosity (for nutrients and DOC measurement) and subsequently through pre-rinsed 0.22 μm Millipore ﬁlters (for ﬂuorescence DOM measurement) at low pressure to acidcleaned brown glass bottles. Details on physicochemical parameters,
ﬂuorescence DOM measurements and parallel factor analysis
(PARAFAC) are given in the Supplementary Material.

2.4. FT-ICR MS measurement
A total of 14 DOM samples, including 4 pit samples, 3 headstream
samples and 7 river samples, were solid-phase extracted with PPL Bond
Elut (Agilent) resins and then measured in negative mode electrospray
ionization using a 15T FT-ICR mass spectrometer (solariXTM system,
Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA) at the Korea Basic Science Institute,
Ochang, Korea. Details on FT-ICR MS pre-treatment and measurement
can be found in the Supplementary Material. van Krevelen diagrams
were used to classify the assigned molecular formulae into seven categories (Ohno et al., 2014): (1) lipids (O/C = 0–0.3, H/C = 1.5–2.0),
(2) proteins and amino sugars (O/C = 0.3–0.67, H/C = 1.5–2.2), (3)
carbohydrates (O/C = 0.67–1.2; H/C = 1.5–2), (4) unsaturated hydrocarbons (UH, O/C = 0–0.1, H/C = 0.7–1.5), (5) lignins (O/
C = 0.1–0.67, H/C = 0.7–1.5), (6) tannins (O/C = 0.67–1.2, H/
C = 0.5–1.5), and (7) condensed aromatics (O/C = 0–0.67, H/
C = 0.2–0.7).

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Study sites and sample collection
Our study sites are located in Qilian County in the northern QinghaiTibetan Plateau. The continuous system where we conducted our
sampling includes thermokarst-erosion pits of organic layer over
headstreams to downstream rivers and thus covers evident permafrost
thawing gradients with gradually decreasing DOC concentrations
(Table S1). Sampling was carried out in May, July and September 2017.
2
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values for species across site groups and performs permutation tests to
assess the statistical signiﬁcance of species-site group associations
(Cáceres and Legendre, 2009). We determined indicator OTUs across
permafrost thawing gradients based on an association value > 0.6 and
p-value < 0.05 assessed by 999 permutation tests.
To visualise OTUs co-occurrence network and the associations between OTUs and DOM formulae, networks were constructed by calculating pairwise Spearman rank correlation coeﬃcients (r). For the OTUs
co-occurrence network, OTUs with occurrence in more than 20% of all
samples were selected to simplify the dataset. Valid co-occurrences with
r > 0.6 or r < −0.6 and p-value < 0.05 were incorporated into
networks. Considering the large dataset of molecular peaks, strong
correlations with r > 0.8 or r < −0.8 and p-value < 0.01 between
OTUs and assigned DOM formulae containing CHO, CHON, CHOS and
CHONS were selected to construct the network. To reduce the chances
of obtaining false-positive results, the p-values were adjusted with a
multiple testing correction by the Benjaminie-Hochberg method
(Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). Random networks with equal numbers of nodes and edges of the real networks were generated based on
the Erdös–Réyni random networks (Erdős and Rényi, 1960). Network
analyses were performed using the “igraph”, “vegan” and “psych”
packages in the R software. Network visualisation and module detection were conducted using the interactive platform Gephi (WebAtlas,
Paris, France).

2.5. DNA extraction, PCR, 16S rRNA gene sequencing and sequences
processing
All 60 samples including 54 pit, headstream and river samples and 6
spring, interﬂow and active layer samples were ﬁltered through
0.22 μm Millipore membranes (47 mm diameter) for bacterial community analysis. Details on DNA extraction, PCR, 16S rRNA gene sequencing and sequence processing are given in the Supplementary
Material. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were identiﬁed by clustering sequences with a 97% similarity threshold (Edgar, 2010). All
archaea, eukaryotes, unclassiﬁed sequences and singletons (OTUs with
only one sequence) were discarded from the whole dataset, and the
subsample dataset was constructed according to the smallest sequencing eﬀort.
2.6. Classiﬁcation and functional annotation of abundant and rare taxa
Abundant and rare taxa were classiﬁed according to recent studies
(Xue et al., 2018): abundant taxa (AT) are those with a relative abundance ≥ 0.01% in all samples and ≥ 1% in at least one sample; rare
taxa (RT) are those with a relative abundance < 0.01% in at least one
sample but never ≥ 1% in any sample; moderate taxa (MT) with a
relative abundance ranging from 0.01% to 1% in all samples; conditionally abundant and rare taxa (CART) with a relative abundance
ranging from rare (< 0.01%) to abundant (≥ 1%). Numbers and proportions of classiﬁed abundant and rare taxa are presented in Table S2.
The functional annotation of prokaryotic taxa (FAPROTAX) was
utilised to annotate taxa function associated with biogeochemistry
processes. FAPROTAX identiﬁes known taxa by employing marker gene
sequencing and then estimates their metabolic phenotype based on
experimental literature (Louca et al., 2017).

2.9. Statistical analyses
Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS), coupled with analysis of similarity (ANOSIM), was used to visualise the compositional
diﬀerence among site groups and to perform signiﬁcance test of differences. The ANOSIM test statistics, R (ranges between 0 and 1), show
the degree of separation among groups, with a score of 1 indicating
complete separation and 0 no separation (Clarke, 1993). Other statistical analyses, including Mantel tests, Spearman’s correlations, two-way
analysis of variance (two-way ANOVA), nonparametric Wilcoxon test
and Kruskal-Wallis rank test, multiple regression model analyses were
performed using R software. Results of signiﬁcance test with p < 0.05
were reported as signiﬁcant.

2.7. Diversity estimation and null model analysis
We calculated alpha-diversity using four indices including Chao1 (a
nonparametric species richness estimator), Pielou’s evenness, the
Shannon index (a combination of richness and evenness) and
Invsimpson (the inverse Simpson index). Beta-diversity (a measure of
compositional diﬀerences among sites) was examined using two dissimilarity metrics: incidence-based Jaccard and abundance-based BrayCurtis dissimilarity. Abundance-based Bray-Curtis dissimilarity can be
separated into two components: (i) balanced changes in abundance,
whereby the individuals of some species at one site are substituted by
an equal number of individuals of diﬀerent species at another site; (ii)
abundance gradients, whereby some individuals are lost from one site
to the other (Baselga, 2013).
To investigate the mechanism (i.e. deterministic or stochastic process) underlying the community assembly, we performed the null
model analysis using abundance-based similarity metrics following
previous studies (Kraft et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2019; Zhou et al.,
2014). If community assembly is primarily driven by deterministic
processes, the real bacterial communities will be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from corresponding null expectations as determined by the permutational analysis of multivariate dispersions (PERMDISP) test. In contrast,
a stochastic process shapes the community assembly when the real
bacterial community is not distinguishable from the null expectation. In
addition, the standardised eﬀect size (SES) was calculated as the differences in beta diversity between the real communities and the mean
value of null communities divided by the standardised deviation of the
beta diversity in the null communities. The relative importance of
stochastic processes increases when SES is closer to zero.

2.10. Accession numbers
Sequence data were deposited at the National Center for
Biotechnology Information under accession number PRJNA564189.
3. Results
3.1. Alpha-diversity and bacterial composition across permafrost thawing
gradients
A total of 843,463 high-quality sequences and 11,871 OTUs were
identiﬁed across all the samples. 19 OTUs (0.16%) containing 21.76%
of all sequences were abundant and persistent in all samples; 11,687
OTUs (98.55%) containing 60.14% of all sequences were classiﬁed into
rare taxa. The others (165 OTUs) were all aﬃliated to conditionally
abundant and rare taxa (Table S2).
Alpha-diversity indices of all and rare taxa, including Chao1,
Shannon, Invsimpson and Pielou’s evenness, displayed similar patterns,
and all indices diﬀered signiﬁcantly between sites rather than between
months (two-way ANOVA, p < 0.05; Table S3). The diﬀerence was
mainly caused by the river samples (Fig. S1), which showed signiﬁcantly lower richness and evenness than the pit and headstream
samples for the whole and rare communities (Wilcoxon test, p < 0.05),
whereas no signiﬁcant diﬀerence emerged between the pit and headstream samples (Fig. S1). In contrast, abundant taxa did not diﬀer
signiﬁcantly between sites or month (two-way ANOVA, p > 0.05;
Table S3) but had a relatively high F-value under the interaction eﬀect

2.8. Indicator OTUs and network analysis
We identiﬁed indicator OTUs in the pits, headstreams and rivers by
using the “indicspecies” R package. This method calculates indicator
3
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Fig. 1. Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarity for the whole, abundant and rare communities (a–c). Comparisons of BrayCurtis dissimilarities of the pit, headstream and river samples in diﬀerent months for the whole, abundant and rare communities (d–f). Signiﬁcant (p < 0.05)
diﬀerences among the diﬀerent sites are indicated by letters above the boxes. Boxes with same letters indicate (e.g. a, ab) no signiﬁcant diﬀerence among groups
determined by nonparametric Wilcoxon test, boxes with diﬀerent letters (e.g. a, b) indicate signiﬁcant diﬀerences among groups.

communities (> 99%) derived from balanced variation in abundances
between sites (i.e. replacement), whereas the dissimilarity of the
abundant subcommunities mainly (> 75%) was caused by unidirectional abundance gradients (i.e. species nestedness; Table S5). Two
types of null model analyses were conducted. PERMDISP test revealed
that the whole and the rare communities diﬀered signiﬁcantly from the
null expectation (only stochastic community assembly processes included) regardless of sampling types (p < 0.01), indicating the
dominant position of deterministic community assembly for the whole
and the rare communities (Table S6). However, the observed abundant
communities were not notably diﬀerent from the null expectation, indicating that the stochasticity of the community assembly was more
important than the determinism for the abundant communities (Table
S6). The value of SES, which is used to illustrate the inﬂuence of deterministic factors on the bacterial community (Kraft et al., 2011), was
much higher in the pit and headstream samples than in the river samples for both the whole and the rare communities (Table S6).

of site and month (Table S3).
Diﬀerent sites showed distinct bacterial compositions (Fig. S2).
Among the abundant phyla and classes (average relative abundance > 1%), the relative abundances of Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes and
Betaproteobacteria gradually increased from pits to headstreams and to
rivers, whereas Parcubacteria gradually decreased. 78.9% of the abundant OTUs (15 OTUs) belonged to the abundant genus Exiguobacterium
(Fig. S2), which is reported to survive at varying temperature extremes
and to tolerate high levels of UV radiation (Ordoñez et al., 2013; Singh
et al., 2013). Additionally, all indicator OTUs in pits, headstreams and
rivers were composed of rare taxa and conditionally abundant and rare
taxa (Table S4).
3.2. Bacterial beta-diversity and null model analyses
NMDS based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarity displayed the diﬀerences
in bacterial communities among sites and months in the permafrost
thawing environment (Fig. 1). Both the whole and the rare communities
clustered more strongly by site than by month (Fig. 1), which is supported by the much higher R value determined by ANOSIM when the
samples were grouped by site (R > 0.58) than by month (R < 0.14;
Fig. 1). NMDS based on Jaccard dissimilarities showed similar patterns
(Fig. S3). In contrast, the abundant subcommunities showed a much
lower cluster eﬀect by site (ANOSIM R = 0.22; Fig. 1) than the rare
subcommunities. The clustering eﬀect by site of the conditionally
abundant and rare subcommunities was higher than that of the abundant subcommunities but lower than that of the rare subcommunities
(Fig. S3). However, both month and site were signiﬁcant factors in
shaping bacterial communities (ANOSIM p < 0.05; Fig. 1; Fig. S3). The
Bray-Curtis dissimilarity of rare taxa (0.96 ± 0.01) was signiﬁcantly
higher than that of abundant taxa (0.46 ± 0.10, Wilcoxon test,
p < 0.05; Fig. 1; Table S5).
Beta-diversity partitioning analysis was performed for pit, headstream and river samples, respectively. All results indicated that almost
all of the Bray-Curtis dissimilarities of the whole and the rare

3.3. Co-occurrence networks of bacterial communities
Bacterial co-occurrence patterns across permafrost thawing gradients were explored using network analysis based on strong and signiﬁcant correlations (Fig. 2). The number of positive correlations was
predominant in all networks (Table S7). Overall, the ecological network
of river samples was smaller than that of pit and headstream samples,
which had twice as many nodes, edges and modules and a twice as long
average path length. However, the graph density and average degree of
the river network were larger, indicating tighter connection of nodes in
the river network (Fig. 2; Table S7). In all networks, a substantial
amount of rare taxa and few abundant taxa interacted more with
themselves than with others. A module in the network is a collection of
OTUs that are highly connected among themselves but have much
fewer links with OTUs outside the group. The numbers of modules in
the pit (10 modules) and headstream (17 modules) networks were
much higher than in the river network (4 modules) (Fig. 2; Fig. S4;
4
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Fig. 2. The networks of co-occurring OTUs across permafrost thawing gradients from pits (left) to headstreams (middle) and to rivers (right) based on correlation
analysis. A connection stands for a strong (Spearman r > 0.6 or r < −0.6) and signiﬁcant (p-value < 0.05) correlation. For each panel, the size of each node is
proportional to the number of connections (i.e. degree). The blue and orange edges indicate negative and positive interactions between two individual nodes,
respectively. AT: abundant taxa, RT: rare taxa, CART: conditionally abundant and rare taxa. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(11.3 ± 7.8%), C4 (11.1 ± 6.9%), C5 (6.1 ± 2.7%) and C6
(5.4 ± 3.3%). All components diﬀered signiﬁcantly over site and
month (two-way ANOVA, p < 0.05), and the eﬀect of site was much
higher than that of month (Table S9; Fig. S7). The mean value of all
components decreased steeply from pits to headstreams and to rivers in
all months (Fig. S7).
Thousands of molecular formulae were detected via FT-ICR-MS in
14 samples and could be categorised according to their O/C versus H/C
ratios (Table S10). All samples contained the highest relative proportions of formulae representing lignins (56.9 ± 9.7%), followed by
tannins (13.7 ± 10.3%) and condensed aromatics (7.8 ± 2.1%), and
relatively lower proportions of proteins (6.8 ± 2.5%), lipids
(5.5 ± 1.2%), carbohydrates (4.4 ± 0.7%) and unsaturated hydrocarbons (4.0 ± 1.6%). This molecular composition displayed typical
soil- and plant-derived origins (Spencer et al., 2015). In addition, the
relative proportions of formulae containing CHO (35.4 ± 2.9%),
CHON (26.6 ± 5.3%), CHOS (23.0 ± 5.9%) and CHONS
(15.0 ± 3.3%) were comparatively balanced.

Table S7).
The potential functions of the abundant bacterial subcommunities
determined by FAPROTAX included chemoheterotrophy, aromatic
compound degradation and fermentation by the abundant genera
Citrobacter and Acinetobacter of Gammaproteobacteria. The most abundant functions of the rare bacterial subcommunities contained chemoheterotrophy, fermentation, ureolysis, phototrophy, nitriﬁcation,
aerobic ammonia oxidation, aromatic compound degradation and nitrate reduction (Table S8). In addition, as much as 76.3% of all OTUs
could not be assigned to any group, indicating a so far insuﬃcient
understanding of bacterial functions in permafrost environments.
3.4. DOM composition across permafrost thawing gradients
Six components of the PARAFAC model (Figs. S5 and S6) were
compared with those published in the OpenFluor database (Murphy
et al., 2014). The components C1 and C2 (Ex/Em = 240/412 nm) represented microbial humic-like DOM and terrestrial humic-like ﬂuorophores, respectively (Huang et al., 2013; Shutova et al., 2014). The
component C6 (335(250)/428 nm) is also linked to humic-like or fulviclike ﬂuorophores (Zhou et al., 2017). The components C3 (< 230(290)/
356 nm) and C5 (290(250)/340 nm) were categorised as red-shifted
tryptophan-like and tryptophan-like ﬂuorophores, respectively
(Stedmon and Markager, 2005). C4 (< 230(275)/308 nm) included
tyrosine-like (Peak B) ﬂuorophores (Murphy et al., 2011). The humiclike component C1 (47.3 ± 8.9%) was predominant among the permafrost thawing gradients, followed by C2 (18.8 ± 5.1%), C3

3.5. Linkages between bacterial communities and DOM composition
Mantel tests showed that the changes in the composition of the
whole and the rare communities were signiﬁcantly related to diﬀerences in the measured physicochemical parameters (Table S11). Speciﬁcally, TDS, pH and the concentrations of DOC, TDN, TDP and NO3−
were signiﬁcant factors (Table S11). In contrast, only elevation, TDS
and DOC were signiﬁcant factors for the composition changes of the
5
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and oxidized lignins, but negatively related to the relative intensities of
proteins and sugars and less aromatic and oxidized lignins (Fig. 3; Fig.
S9). In contrast, the abundant communities showed relatively irregular
and opposite distribution patterns of positive and negative correlations
(Fig. 3).
The correlation-based network between OTUs and assigned formulae (Fig. 4) contains 132 OTUs, 2429 molecular peaks nodes and
286,834 edges, displaying the robust co-occurrence of DOM molecular
formulae containing CHO, CHON, CHOS and CHONS. Sixteen of 19 top
nodes with high degree (number of connections > 20) belonged to
abundant taxa (Fig. 4; Table S14) and mainly showed connections with
assigned molecular peaks, including CHO and S-containing formulae
(Fig. 4). These top nodes with high degree belonged to the classes of
Bacilli, Gammaproteobacteria, Sphingobacteriia and Alphaproteobacteria.
In contrast, the majority of selected rare taxa had much lower connections with molecular peaks and displayed correlation with CHO and
CHON formulae (Fig. 4).

Table 1
Mantel tests between pairwise bacterial dissimilarities, standard eﬀect size
determined by null model analysis and DOM optical and molecular composition
(Euclidean distances) for the whole, the abundant and rare bacterial communities.
All
Optical composition (number of samples = 54)
Bray-Curtis dissimilarity
0.57 (< 0.001)
Jaccard dissimilarity
0.52 (< 0.001)
Standard eﬀect size (SES)
0.45 (< 0.001)

Abundant

Rare

0.21 (0.012)
–
−0.16 (0.997)

0.52 (< 0.001)
0.52 (< 0.001)
0.45 (< 0.001)

Molecular composition (number of samples = 14)
Bray-Curtis dissimilarity
0.57 (0.002)
0.30 (0.07)
Jaccard dissimilarity
0.53 (0.007)
–
Standard eﬀect size (SES)
0.53 (0.003)
−0.24 (0.94)

0.51 (< 0.001)
0.52 (0.004)
0.49 (0.013)

The number in the bracket indicates the signiﬁcance tested based on 999 permutations. Note that abundant OTUs were persistent in all samples and that the
incidence-based Jaccard dissimilarity cannot be calculated. Optical composition indicates six ﬂuorescence components; Molecular composition indicates all
assigned molecular peaks.

3.6. Changes of microbial metabolic proﬁles across permafrost thawing
gradients

abundant subcommunities. Mantel tests further revealed that the differences in DOM optical and molecular composition were signiﬁcantly
correlated with the changes in the whole and rare communities across
permafrost thawing gradients (Spearman r > 0.45, p < 0.01;
Table 1). In contrast, only the diﬀerences in DOM ﬂuorescence composition were related to the changes in the abundant communities
(Spearman r = 0.21, p < 0.05; Table 1), and other correlations were
not signiﬁcant (p > 0.05; Table 1).
As for the diversity indices, multiple regression model analyses
showed that the measured physicochemical parameters explained
71.9% and 75.9% of the variability of the Shannon index and the BrayCurtis dissimilarity index for the whole bacterial community, respectively (Table S12). The most important parameters (explained variability > 10%) for the Shannon index included the concentrations of
DOC (20.5%) and TDP (19.4%). For the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index,
the most important parameters were DOC (21.6%), NO3− (12.4%) and
TDP (11.8%) concentrations. In addition, the determinant coeﬃcients
of the multiple regression models were higher in the rare subcommunities than in the abundant subcommunities (Table S12). The
concentration of DOC together with the intensities of all ﬂuorescence
components decreased steeply from pits to headstreams and to rivers, as
well as from May to July and to September (Table S1; Fig. S7), and the
diversity indices of the whole and the rare communities decreased with
decreasing DOC concentrations and declining intensities of all ﬂuorescence components (Fig. S8; Table S13). However, a much weaker correlation was observed between the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity indices of
the abundant communities and DOC concentrations, and no obvious
relationship occurred between the alpha-diversities of the abundant
communities and DOC concentrations or the intensities of ﬂuorescence
components (Fig. S8).
Bacterial alpha- and beta-diversities of the abundant and rare subcommunities showed distinct correlations with the relative intensities
of molecular formulae as well (Fig. 3). The molecular formulae selected
(Spearman r ≥ 0.4) were mostly categorised as lignins, tannins and
condensed aromatics, which were dominant in permafrost thawing
samples. The whole and the rare communities had more selected formulae than the abundant communities and stronger correlations between alpha and beta-diversity indices with molecular formulae
(Fig. 3). The positive and negative correlations between the relative
intensities of molecular formulae and bacterial diversity indices, including Shannon, Invsimpson and Bray-Curtis dissimilarity (Fig. 3), as
well as Chao 1, Pielou’s evenness and Jaccard dissimilarity (Fig. S9),
distributed diﬀerently in van Krevelen diagrams. The diversity indices
of the whole and rare communities were positively related to the relative intensities of tannins, condensed aromatics and more aromatic

The incubated pit, headstream, and river samples displayed distinct
variations in terms of relative intensities of molecular peaks before and
after microbial processing (Fig. 5). Microbial assemblages from the pit
sample reduced the intensity of masses with relatively lower m/z ions
(< 350 m/z) and increased intensity of higher m/z ions (> 350 m/z)
(Fig. 5). For the headstream and river samples, however, decreased
intensity of higher m/z ions and enhanced intensity of lower m/z ions
were observed after microbial degradation (Fig. 5). To further assess the
metabolic roles of the microbial communities across permafrost
thawing gradients, we separated the formulae into bio-degraded
(compounds that showed reduced intensities or disappeared during
dark incubation) and bio-produced (compounds that showed increased
intensities or were absent in the pre-incubation sample and were produced during the course of the incubation) groups. According to biodegraded and bio-produced formulae in van Krevelen diagrams, microbial assemblages from the pit sample mainly relied on tannins,
condensed aromatics and more aromatic and oxidised lignins, which
highly overlapped with formulae showing positive correlations with the
diversity indices of the whole and rare bacterial communities (Fig. 5;
Table S15). Meanwhile, lipids, unsaturated hydrocarbons, proteins and
a large part of lignins were produced after microbial processes (Fig. 5;
Table S15). Decreasing metabolic diversities of microbial assemblages
in the headstream and river samples were observed, and this decrease
mainly manifested itself as less utilised tannins and condensed aromatics and less generated proteins and lipids (Fig. 5). Especially for the
river sample, microbial metabolic formulae mainly concentrated on
lignins and displayed high overlap between bio-degraded and bio-produced formulae, reﬂecting relatively narrow metabolic capabilities.
4. Discussion
4.1. Mechanisms underlying the assemblages of abundant and rare
subcommunities
Our results showed that the rare subcommunities overwhelmingly
contributed to the changes of the bacterial communities along the
permafrost thawing gradients. This is supported by overall concurrent
changes of the richness, evenness and dissimilarity of the whole and
rare communities, whereas distinct biodiversity patterns of the abundant subcommunities occurred along the permafrost thawing gradients
(Table S3; Fig S1). The signiﬁcantly higher dissimilarities of the rare
subcommunities than of the abundant subcommunities (Fig. 2; Table
S5) also indicated a highly dynamic alteration of rare taxa and a stable
persistence of a few abundant taxa characterised as cold tolerant (such
as Exiguobacterium). In addition, the percentage contribution of rare
6
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Fig. 3. van Krevelen diagrams show the
correlations between the relative intensities
of molecular formulae and bacterial diversity indices (Shannon, Invsimpson and
Bray-Curtis dissimilarity) for the whole, the
abundant and rare communities calculated
from 14 samples across permafrost thawing
gradients. UH: unsaturated hydrocarbons.
Similar correlations with other diversity indices of the rare bacterial communities
(Pielou’s evenness, Jaccard dissimilarity and
Chao 1) are shown in Fig. S9.

functional roles and niche partitioning of abundant and rare subcommunities (Eiler et al., 2012). Furthermore, the potential functions of
bacterial communities determined by FAPROTAX revealed that rare
taxa contributed not only to the functions of carbon processing, including aromatic compound degradation and fermentation, as in the
case of abundant taxa, but also the functions related to nutrient cycling,
such as nitriﬁcation, nitrate reduction and aerobic ammonia oxidation
(Table S8). This greater taxonomic and functional diversity emphasises
the crucial role of “rare biosphere” in regulating biogeochemical cycles
and in maintaining ecosystem functions in permafrost thawing environments.

taxa was, evidently higher in our study than in previous reported
lowland lakes, reservoirs and coastal bays (Campbell et al., 2011; Li
et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2015; Mo et al., 2018), likely reﬂecting that
permafrost-thawing environments with a permafrost soil-derived origin
provide more microenvironments or microniches for rare taxa (Lynch
and Neufeld, 2015).
Our null model tests further showed the major role of deterministic
processes in shaping the whole and rare bacterial communities. In
contrast, the stochastic processes were more important for the abundant
subcommunities (Table S6). Among ecological mechanisms, selection is
deterministic and drift is stochastic, and speciation and dispersal could
contribute to both (Ren et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2014). Considering the
ﬂuidic feature of permafrost thawing gradients and the time span of
sampling (4 month), dispersal and speciation might not be major limiting factors. Therefore, environmental selection imposed by the abiotic
environment (environmental ﬁltering) and biotic interactions
(Dumbrell et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2015) mainly contributed to the
changes of the whole and rare communities which almost all derived
from species replacement (Table S5). The dynamics of the abundant
communities, mainly ascribed to species nestedness, was driven by
ecological drift. Moreover, all indicator OTUs were composed of rare
and conditionally abundant and rare taxa (Table S4), further suggesting
higher sensitivity of the rare taxa to environmental changes in permafrost-thawing environments. This might be due to rare taxa serving as
an active microbial seed bank with a pool of ecological potential
(Cáceres and Legendre, 2009; Lynch and Neufeld, 2015).
Network analysis oﬀers an integrated understanding of bacterial
community assembly rules reﬂecting ecological processes, such as cooperation, competition and niche partitioning (Jiang et al., 2017).
Predominant positive connections in all networks suggest that cooperation played a major role in these interactions. Moreover, a substantial number of rare taxa and a few abundant taxa interacted more
with themselves than with other taxa and formed modular structures
with themselves (Fig. 2), which further suggested the diﬀerent

4.2. Responses of abundant and rare communities to DOM quantity and
composition
Our results showed that the DOC concentration, together with the
TDP and NO3− concentration, explained the largest proportion of the
variability in the bacterial diversity indices (Table S12). Thus higher
DOC concentration, implying a larger amount of dissolved organic
carbon and energy supplies, can sustain a bacterial community with
higher diversity (Lennon and Pfaﬀ, 2005; Li et al., 2012). This might
explain the signiﬁcant positive correlations between richness, evenness,
dissimilarities of the whole (rare) bacterial community and DOC concentrations, humic-like, protein-like components of DOM along permafrost thawing gradients (Fig. S8; Table S13). The responses of diversities of the ecological drift-driven abundant subcommunities to
DOC concentration and ﬂuorescence components were much weaker
and not evident (Fig. S8), as was expected. In addition to the overall
quantity, the bioavailability of DOM also inﬂuences bacterial activity
and community (Coolen et al., 2011; Roehm et al., 2009; Vonk et al.,
2013, 2015). Previous studies conducted in the Tibetan Plateau and in
Arctic regions found that the biodegradability of permafrost-derived
DOM (BDOM) decreased from headwater streams to large river systems
(Abbott et al., 2014; Mann et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2018a), the
7
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Fig. 4. Network layout showing the correlation between OTUs and assigned all, CHO, CHON and S-containing (CHOS and CHONS) formulae. A connection stands for
a strong (Spearman r > 0.8 or r < −0.8) and signiﬁcant (p-value < 0.01) correlation. The blue and orange edges indicate negative and positive interactions
between two individual nodes, respectively. AT: abundant taxa, RT: rare taxa, CART: conditionally abundant and rare taxa. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

communities, as has previously been reported (Muscarella et al., 2019).
Based on this, the heterogeneity of DOM can alter rare bacterial subcommunities via oﬀering consumers more unique resource niches to
partition. Abundant subcommunities may, however, perform as generalists being capable of consuming and metabolising numerous organic
molecules (Egli, 2010; Muscarella et al., 2019). This was supported by a
larger amount of connections of abundant taxa (OTUs belonging to the
genera Exiguobacterium, Acinetobacter and Citrobacter) with assigned
DOM formulae (CHO, CHON, CHONS) than that of rare taxa (OTUs
belonging to the genera Pedobacter, Brevundimonas and Chryseobacterium) (Fig. 4; Table S14).

strongest loss of BDOM occurring in headstreams (Frey et al., 2016; Liu
et al., 2018; Mann et al., 2015; Spencer et al., 2015). Increasing supply
of bioavailable DOM can sustain higher bacterial diversity (Landa et al.,
2013); therefore, higher bioavailability of DOM in pits and headstreams
also contributed to the higher diversity of the whole (rare) bacterial
community in pits and headstreams than in rivers.
Our results further revealed that not only the conventional physicochemical parameters, such as TDS, pH and the concentration of DOC, TDN, TDP and NO3−, but also DOM composition
seem to play a signiﬁcant role in shaping bacterial community composition also in permafrost thawing environments (Table S11; Table 1).
The heterogeneity of DOM composition, encompassing the changes of
abundance and bioavailability of carbon and other resources
(Kellerman et al., 2015; Song et al., 2019; Vonk et al., 2015), has
previously been considered to be a strong selective force inﬂuencing
aquatic microbial diversity and community structure (Bana et al., 2014;
Landa et al., 2015; Muscarella et al., 2019; Ruiz-Gonzalez et al., 2015;
Song et al., 2019; Underwood et al., 2019). The signiﬁcant relationships
between ﬂuorescent and molecular composition of DOM with SES values, as well as with incidence-based and abundance-weighted dissimilarities (Table 1), conﬁrmed that DOM composition acted as an environmental factor selecting the bacterial communities in permafrost
thawing environments, most pronouncedly for the rare subcommunities. The stronger relationship between DOM heterogeneity
and the rare subcommunities than with the abundant subcommunities
further indicates that predominant rare taxa mostly serve as resource
specialists with unique resource preferences among the bacterial

4.3. Linking the microbial metabolism of DOM with biodiversity patterns
A mutual linkage exists between the bacterial community and DOM
composition (Logue et al., 2016; Muscarella et al., 2019), that is, not
only resources act as environmental factors shaping bacterial communities, also bacteria play crucial roles in the transformation of DOM.
Separated correlations of all and rare bacterial diversity indices with
thousands of assigned formulae were observed at molecular level
(Fig. 3), likely indicating the occurrence of speciﬁc metabolic niches for
microbial utilisation (Hur et al., 2011; Muscarella et al., 2019; Zhou
et al., 2019). This was conﬁrmed by bio-incubation experiments
showing that molecular formulae displaying positive correlations with
bacterial diversities were classiﬁed as bio-degraded (Fig. 5). The ﬁnding
that microbial assemblages collected from thermokarst pits and
downstream rivers mainly relied on more aromatic-like compounds,
8
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Fig. 5. Variations in DOM molecular composition of the pit (a, d), headstream (b, e) and river (c, f) sample via bio-incubation experiments. Formulae in van Krevelen
diagrams were categorised as Bio-degraded by microbes (blue colour) and Bio-produced by microbes (red colour). The size of the symbol is proportional to the
change in relative intensity. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

congruent decreases of bacterial diversity and corresponding metabolic
diversity may be because DOM in the permafrost thawing environments
was predominantly composed of materials of terrestrial origin (Table
S10) and provides large amounts of micro niches for rare taxa that were
highly sensitive to environmental changes. This permafrost thawing
environment distinguishes itself from other aquatic ecosystems that
provide relatively complex and substitutable DOM resources of autochthonous, allochthonous and anthropogenic origins for microbial utilisation (Muscarella et al., 2019; Song et al., 2019).
Increasing thaw depth in consequence of global warming can lead to
the release of ancient organic carbon with greater amounts of old, aliphatic DOM, such as protein and carbohydrate, from permafrost to
downstream waters (Mann et al., 2015; Schuur et al., 2009; Ward and
Cory, 2015), and this is also pronounced in the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau
(Wang et al., 2018b). As a large part of bacteria rely on aromatic-like
compounds, this change in the source of permafrost DOM, implying
alteration of DOM bioavailability and photolability, may inﬂuence both
the diversity and functioning of the bacterial communities in the permafrost thawing environment. Moreover, the eﬀects of DOM quantity
and composition on bacterial diversities and metabolic activities may
be diﬀerent among sites along permafrost thawing gradients, which
should be further considered. These changes may ultimately alter the
permafrost carbon climate feedback by aﬀecting bacterial degradation
and mineralisation in permafrost thawing environments (Lapierre et al.,
2013; Mackelprang et al., 2011; Vonk et al., 2013).

including tannins, condensed aromatics and more oxidised lignins rather than aliphatic-like DOM expected to be more labile, is quite different from results acquired from ocean (Ogawa et al., 2001), lake
(Perez and Sommaruga, 2006) and river (Melo et al., 2019) ecosystems.
However, a previous study conducted in permafrost thawing environments of the Arctic region also demonstrated microbial consumption of
aromatic-like DOC (Ward et al., 2017) (Fig. S10a), reﬂecting that native
microbes exposed to aromatic-like compounds-enriched environments
are capable of degrading these kinds of materials. In addition, photo
degradation of DOM can convert larger, more aromatic, more oxidised
DOM into smaller, more aliphatic, less oxidised DOM (Cory et al., 2013,
2014; Ward and Cory, 2016) (Fig. S10b). Thus, photochemical alteration of DOM may inhibit microbial activity and to some degree account
for decreasing bacterial diversity with increasing photoproduced more
aliphatic and less oxidised DOM d (Ward et al., 2017).
Our results further revealed that decreasing bacterial diversities
concurred with decreasing metabolic diversities along permafrost
thawing gradients. This was supported by bio-incubation experiments
showing shifts in microbial metabolic proﬁles, that is, reduced utilisation of tannins, condensed aromatics and more aromatic and oxidised
lignins, as well as reduced production of lipids and proteins from the pit
sample to the river sample (Fig. 5). Furthermore, as the modularity in
network analysis can shed light on the collections of nodes performing
diﬀerent functions (Xue et al., 2018), much less modules in the network
of river samples than in pit and headstream samples suggested reduced
functional diversity of bacterial community as well. Actually, microbial
communities contain a large quantity of species and exhibit complex
interactions of microbes, and they often show functional redundancy
(Ren et al., 2017; Wilhelm et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2019). The

5. Conclusion
Our study using high-throughput sequencing and ultrahigh9
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resolution mass spectrometry combined with laboratory bio-incubation
experiments revealed a signiﬁcant inﬂuence of DOM quantity and
composition on decreasing diversities of the rare bacterial subcommunities along permafrost thawing gradients. Moreover, more
aromatic-like DOM such as tannins, more oxidised lignins and condensed aromatics, displaying positive correlations with rare bacterial
diversities, were classiﬁed as bio-degraded molecules. Decreasing bacterial diversities also concurred with reduced metabolic diversities in
terms of DOM consumption and production along permafrost thawing
gradients. The abundant subcommunities were, however, mainly determined by ecological drift-driven stochastic processes and showed
weak associations with DOM composition. These diﬀerent response
mechanisms of abundant and rare subcommunity diversities to the
variability of permafrost DOM provide a new perspective for understanding the interactions between microbes and DOM, which plays a
central role in the global carbon cycles.
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